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Background

• First established in 1999 as the High Performance Computing Virtual 
Laboratory (HPCVL).

• Re-branded as of April 4th, 2016 …. The Centre for Advanced Computing.

• Focused on supporting the research community at Queen’s and across 
Canada.

• Part of the Compute Canada “National Platform”.



What Makes the CAC Special?

• Canada’s top high security academic advanced research computing 
centre.
• Physical security includes strict access control, motion detectors, 3rd party 

monitoring (including cameras).

• Where required systems operate on their own dedicated hardware.

• Segmented network infrastructure.

• Intrusion detection software.

• ISO 27001 compliant.

• FDA 21 CFR Part 11 enablement.

• Focus on privacy – including hosting Patient Health Information (PHI).



What Else Makes the CAC Special?

• High availability – 99.997% at the data centre level.

• UPS and generator back-up …. “ice storm ready”.

• Dual network 10Gb connections to ORION – backhoe protected.

• Fire suppression system.



Most Importantly – Our People Are Exceptional

• Scientific application support for a wide range of disciplines.  Most 
members of the team have advanced degrees.
• Computational Fluid Dynamics

• Material Sciences

• Computational Chemistry

• Bioinformatics

• Deep experience in designing platforms to meet unique needs.
• Analytics

• Streaming data

• Cognitive computing  (coming soon)



Services Available

• Computing resources
• Via the Compute Canada RAC process, or “default allocations”
• Server cycles
• Large data storage capacity, including dual-site encrypted tape back-up

• Technical support and project consulting
• From grant application development through to execution
• Hands-on trouble shooting

• Applications
• Gaussian, Abacus, COMSOL, ….

• Training
• “Software Carpentry” Workshops
• 1-on-1 personalized assistance



What can a Queen’s researcher expect
beyond the basis Compute Canada allocation?

• Additional server access.

• More disk space.

• Archiving services (coming soon).

• Desk side support.

• Grant development assistance, often with in-kind contributions.

• Special 5 year Condo term.



What is a “Condo” offering (example)?
• If you have CFI funding for h/w, we will provide the following:

• Procurement services (CAC holds title to the equipment).
• Hosting of the h/w.
• Set-up and operations.
• Electricity and cooling.
• Secure floor space.
• Back-up (dual site, encrypted).
• UPS and generator.
• 24/7/365 on-call support (for emergencies).
• Guaranteed access to your cycles, and more if available.

• What we ask of you:
• This is a 5 year commitment.
• When you aren’t using the equipment it will be made available to others.



Who Has Access to the CAC’s Resources

• Any researcher in Canada at a university, college, of research hospital 
has access via the Compute Canada allocation competitions.

• Queen’s researchers have access to enhanced services.



How Do You Get Access?

Visit our web site at   http://cac.queensu.ca

E-mail us at  CAC.admin@Queensu.ca

Call us at  613-533-2561

Don Aldridge

Executive Director, CAC

Cell:  613-876-1070

don.aldridge@queensu.ca
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